dations to maintain good relations to company

Customer benfits can be evaluated in var-

management, to promote the brokerage func-

ious ways. Customer relationships literature dis-

tion of their employer and to facilitate the em-

cusses individualism, value creation, trust and

ployer’s investment banking activities.

commitment. Consumer research has described

Due to the problems caused by the over-

future consumers with following trends: ethical,

valuation, it should be of great importance to

ecological, rich in experience, seeking for vari-

develop measures to avoid and detect overval-

ation and security oriented. These five charac-

uation. For the time being, they are rare. Some

teristics I have picked up for evaluating how

proposals are presented in the paper on finan-

consumers can overall benefit from the chang-

cial disclosure, compensation and corporate

ing paradigm.

governance. In the future, further research,

Ethical issues affect strongly consumers’

norms and appropriate practices are needed to

attitudes concerning acceptable way to do busi-

improve the accuracy of stock market valua-

ness. Moreover, ethic is often a mix of roles as

tion. 䊏

a consumer, as a citizen and as a customer.
Unethical operation is not necessarily a crime.
Namely, in many cases companies have acted

RAIJA JÄRVINEN • PROFESSOR • UNIVERSITY
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according to law, but still they are doomed by
the public opinion. Ecology is connected to
concern of nature and pollution. Traditional
concept of nature protection has widened to

Paradigm is
Changing – Will
Customers Benefit?

genic technology, cloning and actions against
natural balance. Rich in experience is materialised in fairy tales and imagination that attract
consumers, but also in popularity of such services like extreme-services, traditional services,
bathing, retreats and meditation. Consumers are

seeking variation by belonging in various sub-

T
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he marketing paradigm is changing from

cultures. They do not choose only cinema, res-

product oriented to customer oriented. In

taurant, health club or Internet, but they will

this speech I pay attention to the benefits that

have them all, but one by one. Security orien-

this new orientation will bring to customers,

tation was reawakened at 11 September 2001,

and limit the scope for consumers. However the

and it is clear that the terrorist attack has per-

reality gives evidence, that during various

manently affected consumer behaviour, which

changing processes customers are served even

has created a great demand for all services and

worse than earlier, and the reason behind is that

products that are connected to security. Also

all energy is required for internal activities

there is a need to discuss more about risk man-

within companies; personnel have training

agement for ordinary people.

courses and they are busy in planning and

Consumers are not similar. This calls for

adopting new way of working, and this is done

new ideas how to better segment consumers

at the expense of customers.

by utilizing the above mentioned trends in seg-
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mentation. However, one thing is common for

ny form, and b) the present role of cooperation

all consumers, namely, companies have power

in the organisation of economic activities.

to decide which products or services they offer

Modern cooperation has its origins in the

in the market, and consumers are under this

principles and values established in early 19th

sway. In spite of this, I truly believe that the

century Britain and which have been interpret-

companies that listen consumers will have plen-

ed and brought up to date by the International

ty of customers. 䊏

Cooperative Alliance (ICA). These principles
have been variously applied in the different
fields of practical cooperation. What all coop-
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eratives have in common, however, is that they
are owned and controlled by their users and
operated in their interests through member and

COOPERATIVES

customer-owned companies.

The Role of
Cooperative
Entrepreneurship
and Firms in
Organising
Economic
Activities – Past,
Present and Future

final years of the 19th century as one aspect of

Cooperation appeared in Finland in the
the national struggle against the tightening grip
of Russian power. Its founder was Hannes Geb-

hard who gathered around him a representative
group of social influencers. His strategy for the
development of cooperation was based on a
federal organisation, specific legislation and an
ideological umbrella organisation to organise
and coordinate activities.
The cooperative company is just one of
the many institutions by which society organises economic activities in the most practice and
efficient way. The main points of departure in
a cooperative organisation are that membership
is voluntary and open to all and that it produces services in the interests of its members.
The cooperative form of company and

I
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t is often said that cooperation is strong in

entrepreneurship is in extensive use throughout

practice but weak in theory. Although not

the world. Some two-thirds of all adults in Fin-

quite true, it is a fact that cooperation has been

land are members of one or more cooperative

little researched, has weak links with main-

societies. Individual membership has grown

stream economics and, partly for these reasons,

strongly in recent years, particularly in retail

the theory and practice remains surprisingly un-

and banking cooperatives, reaching a total of

familiar. The intention of this article is to cor-

over 3 million. Including the cooperative insur-

rect the situation by reviewing a) the ideas be-

ance companies, the mutuals, the total number

hind cooperative entrepreneurship and compa-

surpasses 5 million. A recent phenomenon in
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